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About There Was Still Love

Prague, 1938: Eva flies down the street from her sister. 
Suddenly a man steps out, a man wearing a hat. Eva runs into 
him, hits the pavement hard. His hat is in the gutter. His anger 
slaps Eva, but his hate will change everything, as war forces so 
many lives into small, brown suitcases.

Prague, 1980: No one sees Ludek. A young boy can slip right 
under the heavy blanket that covers this city – the fear cannot 
touch him. Ludek is free. And he sees everything. The world 
can do what it likes. The world can go to hell for all he cares 
because Babi is waiting for him in the warm flat. His whole 
world.

Melbourne, 1980: Mala Li ka’s grandma holds her hand as 
they climb the stairs to their third floor flat. Inside, the smell 
of warm pipe tobacco and homemade cakes. Here, Mana and 
Bill have made a life for themselves and their granddaughter. 
A life imbued with the spirit of Prague and the loved ones left 
behind.

Favel Parrett’s deep emotional insight and stellar literary talent 
shine through in this love letter to the strong women who bind 
families together, despite dislocation and distance. It is a tender 
and beautifully told story of memory, family and love. Because 
there is still love. No matter what.

Judges’ Report

There Was Still Love is a confident, sparkling novel that brings 
to life the story of a family regrouping after the impacts of 
the German occupation of Czechoslovakia with warmth and 
resonance. Parrett is a highly accomplished novelist, and the 
techniques she employs in this novel prove that she is capable 
of pushing boundaries when it comes to narrative style.
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The Suitcase 

There are suitcases everywhere. They cover the 
country. Little brown suitcases on trains, and on 
carts – suitcases strapped to the top of buses. There 
are suitcases being carried along old country roads 
by women, by men, dragged by children. There are 
suitcases abandoned in ditches, suitcases left broken 
in stairwells. 

People carry little brown suitcases. 
Inside, all they can hold. A set of warm clothes, a 

photograph of loved ones, a treasured book. They 
carry little suitcases to imagined safety and hope to 
find a place where they can put their suitcase down 
and unpack. 

You must become a little brown suitcase. 
You must close up tight, protect your most 

needed possessions – all you can hold. Your heart, 
your mind, your soul. You must become a little 
suitcase and try not to think about home. 

* * *  
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Melbourne 

1980 

 Huge yellow wheels of cheese sit behind the glass. 
The man behind the counter gives me a slice. It is 

the kind that has round holes in it like the cheese in 
cartoons. It is the cheese I like best because it doesn’t 
really smell like cheese. 

‘Say thank you,’ my grandma says, and I do. The 
man winks at me. People know us at the market 
because we come almost every day. 

At the bread counter, my grandma buys three 
Kaiser rolls, and the woman hands them to her in a 
paper bag. My grandma pays with coins from her 
purse, but instead of moving away, she stands there 
moving coins around with her finger. There is a man 
right behind us, and he keeps moving his feet, 
shuffling. He keeps sighing. I don’t want to turn 
around and look at him. I look ahead. 
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‘Do you have any rye bread with caraway left?’ My 
grandma asks and the woman behind the counter 
turns. She checks the rows of loaves. 

‘None left,’ she says. 
‘I’ll take the normal rye,’ my grandma says, and 

the woman grabs a loaf. 
‘Oh, not the dark one, the light rye please,’ my 

grandma says, her eyes wide and the woman puts the 
dark rye back on the shelf. She picks out a loaf of light 
rye. 

The man behind us is tapping his foot now, 
banging it hard on the ground. He sighs again. 
‘Hurry up, stupid wog,’ he says suddenly. 

I stand very still. 
My grandma smiles at the woman behind the 

counter. She hands over the money for the rye, the 
coins, and she puts the wrapped loaf in her fabric 
shopping bag. 

‘Thank you,’ she says in her best accent. She takes 
my hand, and we walk away from the bread counter, 
and away from the man. I turn and see his blue jeans 
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and his black shoes – the ones that were tapping 
against the concrete. 

I look up at my grandma, and she looks 
completely normal – her face still like stone. But 
then a tear, just a small one, spills down her soft, 
powdered cheek and she does not wipe it away. 

* * *  

My grandma never spoke to me about what 
happened. We never talked about it, and my 
grandma did not tell my grandpa about the man at 
the market when we got home. I did not know what 
the word wog meant, but I knew that it felt like a 
giant spotlight suddenly shone on my grandma to 
make sure that everybody knew she did not belong. 
To make sure she felt ashamed of her accent, 
ashamed of her face, ashamed of the way she loved 
the taste of caraway seeds in her light rye bread. 
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‘Who watches the tennis?’ my grandpa asks.  
‘The bourgeois,’ I answer. 
My grandpa gets up out of his armchair and he 

moves towards the TV at pace, like he is going to 
change the channel, or even turn the TV off 
altogether. My grandma throws a couch pillow at his 
head, but he catches it with ease. He winks at me, 
hands me the pillow. 

‘Right, I’m going to bed,’ he says. His afternoon 
nap before he has to become a night watchman. 

Grandma pats the space on the couch next to her. 
That means, Come and sit with me. I do. I give her 
the pillow and she puts it behind her head and leans 
back. 

The match has started. There’s that whack of 
tennis balls being smashed hard against the tight 
strings of rackets. And there is a lot of grunting. But 
there is no clapping. People can only clap quickly 
when a point or game or match is won. I can only talk 
quickly when a point or game or match is won. 

‘Fifteen–love.’ 
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* * *  

My grandma loved the tennis. If a Czech player was 
playing she loved it even more. If a Czech player was 
playing, my grandpa even watched for a few minutes. 
If Ivan Lendl was playing, then my grandpa might 
even watch the whole match with us. 

I didn’t really like the tennis, but I think it was 
probably my grandma’s favourite thing. It was only 
on the TV in summer. I was glad it wasn’t on all year 
round because  by the end of the summer I had really 
had enough of it. Tennis meant less time in the 
lounge listening to music and playing cards. It meant 
less trips out in the afternoon. Tennis meant sitting 
for hours in the hot lounge room listening to a man 
say, ‘Fifteen–love.’ 

I’d watch my grandma’s bare feet resting on her 
footstool. They would flinch every so often with the 
action on the screen, with the flying tennis balls. 

My grandma’s legs resting. 
Good to get off her feet.  
Good to rest. 
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All that weight. 
My grandma’s soles were thick, solid like 

concrete slabs. She used a pumice stone and it lived 
on the corner of the green bath top. It worked very 
hard, that stone. All the weight it tried to scrub away 
but never could. All the weight her feet carried, heavy 
and solid. 

But she could be light on her feet sometimes, my 
grandma. Light somehow when you least expected it. 
Sometimes she even seemed weightless – like when 
she’d come into the lounge in the morning with her 
girdle half on and say, ‘Pull me up!’ 

I’d stand on the couch, balancing as best I could, 
and I’d grab onto the tight tan material. I’d try to get 
my fingers right in under the thick cross-hatched 
stitching, and I would pull! 

I’d pull up against my grandma’s ample flesh 
using all my strength. I’d pull against the bulging, 
rolling waves. I’d feel her soft brown skin against my 
fingers and I would pull! And it felt like I was pulling 
her body right up into the air. I’d imagine her feet off 
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the ground, her legs dangling free. She seemed to 
hover there for a time, like she was up in space. 

I know it is impossible. She was too big, too 
heavy, and I was only small. 

Still, I have the feeling of it in my hands – lifting 
her up into the air. My grandma. 

When that underwear-armour covered everything 
except her arms and legs, my grandma would pat the 
sides of her girdle, finally ready for the day. I’d watch 
her walk to her bedroom, her feet moving quickly. 
No stomping, no sound – as if her body was 
somewhere far away and the person I could see was 
just a projection. A silent film. 

She’d get dressed. Put on her tights and one of 
her bright nylon dresses. She’d fix her long hair in a 
high beehive, spray it tight with hairspray. She’d do 
her face, finish it off with powder that smelt like 
fresh rose-petals. Then it would be time for the 
market. We would leave the flat, walk down the stairs 
together, and my grandma would hold my hand all 
the way to the market and all the way home. We 
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would eat lunch in the kitchen with my grandpa, 
clean up – and my grandma would make some coffee 
so it would be ready when the tennis started on the 
TV. 

Then the man would say over and over, ‘Fifteen–
love, thirty–love, forty–love, game, set, match.’ 
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Apricots. A pile of them on the green kitchen table – 
already halved and pitted, the centres oozing all 
sweet and sticky. 

My grandma kneads the dough. I kneel on my 
seat, rest down on my elbows and watch my 
grandma’s big, strong hands work. She cuts the 
dough into small, even squares. I listen for the door, 
listen to the clock tick. My grandpa is late. 

My grandma spreads flour on the table and picks 
up her first square. She pinches it into a circle with 
her thumbs and forefingers and when it is thin 
enough, she wraps the dough around an apricot half, 
seals up the ends tight. 

Apricot dumplings. 
My grandma works fast, her hands in constant 

movement until there are no more apricot halves on 
the table. She sorts the finished dumplings into 
groups of six and puts each group in a small plastic 
bag. She knots the bags tightly. Like always, the fresh 
dumplings are going into the freezer. Like always, 
there are six dumplings in each bag. Two for me. Two 
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for my grandpa. Two for my grandma. Everything 
fair. Everything even. For special occasions. 

My grandma wipes down the table, cuts through 
the dusty flour with a wet sponge, and I finally hear 
the front door. The key and that heavy click when the 
door closes, then my grandpa’s slow steady steps 
down the hall. My grandma and I watch the door. My 
grandpa walks into the small kitchen quietly, and he 
looks tired. He looks crumpled. 

‘The factory has let me go,’ he says. Just like that. 
He tells us that he will get six weeks’ pay and that 

he will no longer be night watchman. 
‘Too old,’ he says. 
My grandpa has lost his job. He is sixty-one years 

old. 
He leans against the sink, looks at nothing. ‘I will 

look for another job,’ he says. 
The clock ticks. The room is still. Even my 

grandma’s busy hands no longer move. 
‘Go and have a shower,’ my grandma says, and 

my grandpa leaves the kitchen as quietly as he came 
in. 
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* * *  

After his hot shower in the mornings, my grandpa 
always ate a small breakfast in the kitchen before he 
went to bed. He never talked while he ate his 
breakfast, even when I sat with him. He never talked, 
he just ate. Maybe he was happy to have the 
company, and maybe he was annoyed to have the 
company, but I knew not to ask him any questions 
then because he was already half asleep, and the 
talking, the words, and all the thinking would wake 
him up – wake his brain. Then he would wrestle with 
his blankets. He would toss and turn in his little bed 
until he could no longer stand it, the strain of trying 
to sleep, and he would get up again and sit in his 
chair and smoke his pipe. 

Those days were the bad days. Too much sleep 
pushing down on him but unable to settle. He would 
be a ghost on those days, moving through that third-
storey flat not really there. I would sit and be quiet, 
and I’d play patience – a game my grandpa taught 
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me especially for those days – and I would count out 
the cards in my head, and not out loud like normal. 

I wished that my grandpa could sleep, but I knew 
that sometimes he could not. And I thought that 
maybe it was a good thing he wouldn’t have to be a 
night watchman anymore because now he could 
sleep at night while we were sleeping. He no longer 
had to sleep alone. We could all be together in sleep, 
and that would be good. 

The day my grandpa became redundant, my 
grandma left two bags of apricot dumplings out of 
the freezer and set them aside. They were my 
grandpa’s favourite – boiled apricot dumplings with 
melted butter and sugar and cottage cheese on top. 

Food for special occasions – for emergencies. 
And my grandma let my grandpa eat six. A whole 
bowl full of steamed apricot dumplings – soft and 
sweet and filling. 
 

* 


